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CalBEM Demographics
Practitioners & Design Firms (37)

IOUs (3)

BEM Advocacy Organizations (3)
Standards & Research Entities (3)

Software 
Developers (7)

Regulatory Bodies (2)Munis (2)
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CalBEM Landscape
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CalBEM Live Audience Poll (Y/N/Not Sure)

1. BEM plays a critical role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in CA’s building sector.

2. BEM tools should be made easier to use and more accessible to those who are not considered experts.

3. Similar to licensed engineers and architects, BEM modelers should be held liable for their modeling work.

4. BEM tools should accurately predict building performance, regardless of how the building is operated.

5. To have a greater long term effect, energy metrics should be absolute (i.e. EUI) rather than relative (i.e. EDR).

6. CA building designers make design decisions using energy compliance software.

7. Building departments generally enforce CA’s Energy Code requirements.

8. CA should continue to develop compliance software to support the Title-24 performance approach.

9. The complexity of CA’s BEM landscape (also referred to as the “multiple models issue”) is a significant barrier to urgent 
climate action and substantial reform should take place.

10. The people in this room have the ability to substantially reform CA’s BEM landscape. ü
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Mission Statement – To be a global leader for climate action, by using Building Energy 
Modeling (BEM) to drive low-carbon building design and construction; without 

compromising the nation-leading advancements California has already made in energy 
efficiency and distributed generation.
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Asset Target Setting

17
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Asset Design

Proposed ≤ Asset Rating?
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Asset Compliance
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Asset Labeling
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Asset Enforcement
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Asset Incentives

Per Home 30-Year Emissions Savings of All-Electric Over Mixed Fuel ($ of Abated CO2e)

CA Climate Zone Single Family (Low) Single Family (High) Multifamily (Low) Multifamily (High)
1 $5,803 $6,875 $1,576 $1,867
2 $4,362 $5,168 $1,380 $1,636
3 $3,427 $4,061 $1,199 $1,421
4 $3,427 $4,061 $1,269 $1,503
5 $3,038 $3,599 $1,088 $1,289
6 $2,726 $3,230 $1,241 $1,470
7 $2,142 $2,538 $1,255 $1,487
8 $2,259 $2,676 $1,283 $1,520
9 $2,570 $3,045 $1,269 $1,503

10 $2,609 $3,092 $1,255 $1,487
11 $3,856 $4,568 $1,339 $1,586
12 $4,128 $4,891 $1,380 $1,636
13 $3,661 $4,338 $1,311 $1,553
14 $3,778 $4,476 $1,436 $1,702
15 $1,441 $1,707 $1,046 $1,239
16 $6,154 $7,291 $2,217 $2,627

Average $3,461 $4,101 $1,346 $1,595
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Operational (Re)sale

Real MoneyReal Emissions
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SCE’s Clean Power & Electrification PathwaySummary of Benefits

• Significantly expanded modeling capabilities for energy compliance modeling: 
advanced daylighting (such as raytracing), airflow analysis, natural ventilation, thermal 
comfort models, passive systems, etc.
• Drastically reduced complexity of code requirements – more modeling time dedicated 

to design rather than compliance
• Reduced burden on building departments and officials – in exchange for small 

percentage of field verification?
• Relaxed software development burden on regulatory
• Increased accountability on BEM professionals and field inspectors
• Reduced gaming (already a problem?)
• Consistency of energy metrics and value proposition throughout life cycle 
• Reliable metrics for real estate valuation, sales and resales
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